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VIEWPOINT
CSKT Water Compact throws

thousands of Montanans "under the bus"
By Senator Debby Barrett

As a rancher with deep roots on a family place in southwest

Montana, I know something about the importance of his-

tory—and water rights. I also understand negotiation

and compromise. That's why I have served on the state's

Reserved Water Rights Compact Commission since 2011

and voted for some compacts. However, during my time on

the reserved water rights commission, I've voted "no" to

provisions within this compact on seven occasions. Here

is why I will not support the proposed CSKT Compact.

The Legislature's role is to examine a proposed com-

pact and decide whether or not to enact it into Montana

law. The Legislature's responsibility and authority in-

cludes amending proposals if necessary, and approving

all state costs associated with a compact such as this one.

(The price tag of the state's share on the CSKT compact

is $55 million total). But at an informational meeting held by

proponents, the Legislature was warned that it cannot amend the

proposal. It's a "take it or leave it" deal.
That insult to the constitutional role of the Legislature is enough

for me to want to leave it. Other proposed compacts have not been

thrust on us, the Legislature, with such arrogance and disrespect

for Legislators. But there are other good reasons, too.
The 2013 Legislature refused to ratify the last CSKT Water Right

Compact, for many good reasons concerning its legality and equal

treatment of this state's citizens, both on and off the reservation.

In fact, the primary proponents of the Compact this time concede

that the previous version was very flawed and needed to be rejected.

Now, it has been re-introduced, but not much changed or im-

proved. While one portion of it was somewhat re-negotiated during
the interim between the 2013 and the 2015 Legislative Sessions,

the result did not improve that portion enough to protect
local individual water users, both tribal members and
nonmembers, and failed completely to address legal
and policy shortcomings, on and off reservation, in the
original proposal.

Off the Flathead reservation, these failures include
more than a dozen permanent surrenders of the Legisla-
ture's authority over water in Montana, allowing the CSKT
to choose whether to obey legislative enactments or not
and giving them complete immunity from compliance
with important aspects of Montana water and environ-
mental law, including the Montana Environmental Policy
Act (MEPA). It also requires the State to give partial
ownership of some of its water rights and its contracts

for water to the CSKT and to manage those assets for the Tribes'

benefit, rather than all citizens of the State. In essence, this pro-

posed Compact requires the State to limit its legal authority off the

reservation by sharing it with the CSKT--permanently.
On reservation, it gives the CSKT the water right to 110,000 acres

of irrigated land owned by individuals, whose irrigation districts

have filed on that same water right. It also reduces irrigation wa-

ter to many if not all these irrigators, who are tribal members and

nonmembers, and it establishes a unique water administration code

and governing body, with the State of Montana again compromising

its constitutional authority over water rights.
I recognize there are powerful supporters of SB 262, including

some elected officials who managed to negotiate changes to the

proposals, protecting their constituents at home. Having heard

the evidence as a member of the Compact Commission, I believe

the off-reservation in stream flow water rights the Compact gives

are not scientifically based or well-grounded in law or history. But

I also recognize that the CSKT and their public relations people

have artfully threatened much of the state with water right filings

for in stream flows if the Legislature doesn't simply accept this

"take it or leave it" deal.
As a rancher and a Senator who values little ahead of private

property rights, I think I know when to call a bluff, and when to

stand my ground no matter what. This is such a time. Not all val-

ues and principles should be compromised away. I do not believe

my fellow ranchers and farmers really want to turn their backs

on the thousands of Montanans whose property, including water

rights, will be devastated by this proposal.
The proposed CSKT compact is the perfect example of over-

reaching in negotiations, causing their failure. The CSKT and

federal government on their behalf demanded too much, and the

Compact Commission negotiators surrendered too much. As a state

we tried for years to negotiate a deal good for all. In this compact

alone, that has proven to be impossible. So, it's time to recognize

that this compact is not going to work, and we must prepare to

protect the State's rights, interests, and sovereignty. This compact

is not just poor policy, sacrificing the rights of thousands of Mon-

tanans to protect the rest of the state is the worst policy possible.

Senator Debby Barrett, R-Dillon, is an eight-term lawmaker

representing Senate District 36 in the Montana Legislature. She

serves as Senate President for the 64th legislative session.

Rep. Jeff Welborn's weekly Legislative review
This past week the flow of legislation increased as did the type

of proposals that draw attention both in support and in opposition.

One such measure SB 154 introduced by Sen. Scott Sales(R) Boze-

man was heard in our house FWP committee this week, this would

make it optional for hunters over the age of 18 to wear florescent

orange while engaged in hunting activities in the field. His reason

for carrying the bill is one based on freedom and personal liberty,

which I greatly respect. With that established, common sense should

come into play here also. There is 60 years worth of data that

shows there are 8 times more accidents where there is an absence

of hunter orange in the field. Why would we want to change a law

where public safety comes into play with substantial evidence that

current law is creating an environment that is 8 times more safe

for the hunting public? I also ask whose freedom and liberty are

really at stake? I feel the the person who injures or kills someone

in the field because the victim wasn't wearing orange, and then

has to live with those consequences for the rest of their life, has

personal freedoms and liberties that also need to be considered.

For these reasons I will be voting no in committee, we will more

than likely be taking action during this upcoming week.

On the public education front, two bills of particular interest are:

SB 255 Sen. Brown (R), Huntley: "An act revising the requirements

for the advancing agricultural education in Montana program; re-

moving-tete limit on payments per school year; authorizing payments

to existing programs that add additional teachers. HB 356, Rep.

Jones (R), HD 46, Billings: "An act revising funding for career and

vocational/ technical education' establishing requirements related

to increases in state funding; increasing distribution to districts

for career and vocational/technical education.
Career Training Education or CTE is important to student

achievement, because of the broad range of skills these programs

help to develop. We've also learned that regardless of career

choice, these skills help develop other skills for everything from

science, computer and medical based careers, to technical skills

used in almost every industry. The job creators in Montana are

asking for this training and are standing in line to hire students

with this background. I'm looking forward to supporting both of

these measures.
One educational proposal being floated this session is Early

Edge or more commonly known as Kindergarten for 4 year olds.

I appreciate the data shared by supporters and feel there are

undoubtedly some benefits for structured learning environments

for 4 year olds, but with that said, I don't support Early Edge and

for a host of reasons.
I've heard from many parents of this age of children,

and most of them agree that this is too early in life for a

4 year old to sit through a class room type setting, and the

vast majority of parents I've spoke with are also in favor

of keeping their child at home for the extra year to help

them develop their skills in a more traditional manner.

There is also the funding side of Early Edge. As

elected policy makers in The House and Senate, we are

the branch of Government that has to appropriate funding

as well as balance the State's checkbook, and therefore

feel before we fund an entirely new program there are

still areas of K-12 funding that need further attention,

just as the Career Training Programs I mentioned earlier,

which legitimate polling shows far greater support than programs

like Early Edge. I compare funding Early Edge under our current

budget climate to stepping out and financing a new boat when it's

difficult at best to pay for necessities like a primary vehicle.

In our Business and Labor Committee, we heard a proposal HB

413 by Rep. Chuck Hunter (D) Helena, that would create a State

based occupational health and safety admin. (OSHA) to address

safety concerns on job related safety. While I believe in State

based solutions in favor of Federal programs, I don't support this

particular proposal. It was brought out at the hearing that this

measure doesn't have the support of agriculture groups and other

industry groups that feel this is something that ultimately would

create heavy handed regulations and not really get at the cause of

safety concerns in the work place. It was also brought out that other

stakeholders such as the Trade Unions weren't totally on board,

even though they did give some support. I feel that we need to go

back to the drawing board and come up with solutions to workplace

safety that have a majority of stakeholders in agreement. I won't

be supporting HB 413
HB 140 which I'm carrying at the request of The EQC a bi-

partisan 16 member legislative Interim Committee and also vetted

out separately by hundreds of hours of time spent over the last

twenty months by a 14 member License Funding Advisory

Council, made up of legislators from both parties and

public members from stakeholder groups representing

agriculture, conservation, outfitters, hunters and anglers

from across Montana. This proposal is a result of both
groups working together to come up with plan to fund,
streamline, standardize and make more uniform hunt-
ing regulations, as well as pricing and at the same time
bringing the funding cycle to a four year review rather
that the ten year cycle that is now current law. Does this

package meet all objectives of every group at the table?
absolutely not, but I feel it is a well thought out docu-

ment, that makes license funding and regulations more

efficient and also asks for a modest price increase for

hunting and fishing opportunities we enjoy as Montanans. I will

also report that the entire time this plan was being discussed by

both independent groups, there was ample opportunity for honest

public comment that was gathered independently by legislative

staff, which resulted in 87% public support based on these com-

ments. In the hearing, there were about 90% of the folks testifying

in favor of this proposal to 10% that opposed. HB 140 Passed out of

FWP Committee with 9 Democrats and 7 Republicans in Support.

4 Republicans voted against the proposal. HB 140 will be heard in

front the Full House this week.
Until Next Week's report, please stay in touch on what is impor-

tant to you. I appreciate the opportunity to serve as your Member

in The House of Representatives. As always, I'm here to listen to

your concerns and work on your behalf.

IN THE MAIL Youngberg makes a case for
THE VIEW OF OUR READERS

Twin Bridges writer the CSKT Water Compact
disagrees with Barrett

lb the editor,

Debbie Barrett, SD36, this week editorialized

her opinion, as opposed to facts, with astonishing

hyperbole. A look at the truth about the CSKT-

Montana Water Compact must be noted. The

Compact was defeated by Republicans in two 2013

House committees, disallowing a needed debate

by all legislators on the House Floor. Two years

later a full and collaborative study again presents

the legislature a compact that will resolve water

rights uncertainties. Ms. Barrett's inflammatory

rhetoric confuses the issue. The compact is a ne-

gotiated agreement that settles tribal water rights

for all time and in a way that not only minimizes

negative impacts to existing state water users

but also clears the path for future economic

development. The compact completely protects

all current water uses of non-irrigation rights

in all water basins on- and off-reservation from

the Tribes' exercise of their senior water rights.

Read facts at dnrc.mt.gov/rwrcc/Compacts/CSKT/
Default .asp.

Ms. Barrett has also editorially opined that

she disagrees with the Montana Supreme Court's

decision on stream access rights.

She has said she, along with Speaker Austin
Knudsen, opposes HB5 Build Montana, the sorely
needed infrastructure bill for all of our 56 coun-

ties, because it incorporates using bonds and cash.

( ?) She voted for SB143 which will allow guns on
campus. She seems to be in lock-step with the
acknowledged tea-party legislators. Wittich and
Sales, who oppose Medicaid expansion for 70.000
of Montana's neediest citizens, and with those,
Debra Lamm and Kris Hansen, who would change
Montana's traditional public education system.
Ms. Barrett supports Jennifer Fielder's numer-
ous, unpopular and unconstitutional federal land
management bills touting the transfer of public
lands. There are many moderate Republicans
in Helena with whom Ms. Barrett can work to
find better advocacy for her constituents and all
Montanans Please ask her to do so.

Pat Bradley
'Min Bridges

By John Youngberg
Vice President, Montana Farm Bureau Federation

The Montana legislative session has begun and one of the 900 pound gorillas in the room is the

Confederated Salish/Kootenai Tribal water compact. The negotiations have wrapped up and a bill is

being drafted to present to the legislature.

For those of you who haven't followed the negotiations, the compact is an agreement for the eq-

uitable division and apportionment of water rights between the State and its people and the Indian

Tribes. The State has already negotiated and the legislature approved 17

compacts with six tribes and five federal agencies in Montana.

The CSKT compact is different from previous tribal compacts in that

the tribal rights stem from the Treaty of Hellgate which is a Stevens treaty.

This treaty gives the tribe an instream flow right to utilize all waters of

Montana where they traditionally fished. The language has been upheld

through several court cases in Montana, other western-region state courts

GUEST

OPINION
and the federal courts.

The Montana Farm Bureau policy supports a negotiated compact for one very big reason, it pro-

tects the water rights of farmers and ranchers If there is not a negotiated agreement, the tribe is

required by state law to file and litigate their claims for instream flow rights on all water as far east

as the Milk River, the upper Musselshell, the Upper Missouri and Upper Yellowstone. This would

require all current water rights holders on those streams and tributaries to defend their rights against

an 1855 right (the year the treaty was signed). Granted, all of the Tribes claims may not be upheld

but each individual water right holder would have to go to court to defend their rights. This would

cost Montana farmers and ranchers as well as municipalities and industrial users millions of dollars.

The current agreement contains the following terms. All stock rights, municipal, domestic and

commercial rights on and off Reservation are 100% protected. All irrigators with flow rates of 100

gpm or less are 100% protected on and off Reservation. Additionally, the Compact protects the ability

to transfer water rights with property when land is bought, sold, or passed on to future generations

of Montanans.

The compact does not change regulatory jurisdiction over anything off the Reservation. The

Tribe has no new say over management of water rights, water quality, wildlife, or anything else off

the Reservation. Off Reservation the instream flow rights on the Kootenai cannot he called unless

Libby dam is removed and on the Lower Clark Fork- the tribe's right is based on the amount of water

Avista holds and its Fl:RC license.

The Tribes are settling for no water of their uwn on the Bitterroot and instead will co-own current

FWP rights out of Lake Como and Painted Rocks. The co-owned rights will have the priority date

and flow rate of the existing FWP right. The right doesn't change-the tribe is added as an additional

owner. The same would he t.iie of the Upper Clark Fork where they would co-own the former Mill-

town dam right with FWP. On the Reservation the agreement defines and protects historic farm

delivery volumes, provides State and federal funding to accomplish operational and rehabilitation

and improvements on the irrigation project.

The bottom line is that the CSKT is a fair settlement for water users on and off the reservation.

Without a compact the adjudication of Montana's water could be held up for decades, creating un-

certainty, economic loss, and costing Montana's farmers, ranchers, and water users millions. It is

time to finish this process and move forward with the adjudication of Montana's water.

John Youngberg is the Executive Vice President of the Montana Farm Bureau Federation (MFBF).

MFBF is an independent, non-governmental, voluntary organization with its roots in agriculture. 
MFBF'

is the state's largest agriculture organization and advocate for Montana agriculture.
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